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' might easily return into another body aftei the death of that they had
forsaken    He says elsewhere that the souls of wicked men sometimes
' entei into the bodies of living men, whom they possess and torment
Philo says that the souls that descended out of the an into the bodies
which they animate retuin again into the an aftei the death of those
bodies , that some of them always letam a great abhoirence for matter,
and dread to be plunged again into bodies ,   but that others return
\vith inclination, and follow the natuial desire of which they are influ
enced.    The Jewish doctors wrap this doctrine up in obscure and
mysterious terms    They believe that God has determined for all souls
a degree of perfection to which they cannot attain in the course of one
life only , that they are therefore obliged to return several tunes upon
the earth, and to animate several bodies successively, that they may
' fulfil all righteousness and practice the commandments, both negative
' and affirmative, without which they cannot arrive at the state to which
' God intends they should come    Whence is it, they say, that we see
' some people die in the most vigorous time of then* youth ?   It is because
' they have already acquired then degree of perfection, and having
' nothing remaining to be done in a frail and mortal body    Others,
like Moses, they say, die with reluctance, because they have not yet
1 accomplished all then duties    Others, on the contrary, like Daniel,
' die with satisfaction, and even desire death, because nothing remains
' for them to do in this world
' The Metempsychosis, or revolution of souls, is performed after two
' manners The first is when a soul comes into a body already animated
' — thus it was that Herod the tetrarch imagined that the soul of John
' the Baptist was entered into the body of Jesus Christ in order to work
' miracles. At other times they say souls enter into othei bodies already
' animated, there to acquire some new degree of perfection which they
' wanted , thus they said the soul of Moses to be united to that of the
' Messiah, &c The second manner of transmigration is when a soul
' enters into a body newly formed, either to expiate some crime it had
' committed in another body, or to acquire a greater degree of sanctity
' The Jews think this revolution is performed at least three or four
'times They say that some souls of a more exalted nature have
' a great contempt for matter and do not return to animate bodies but
' with great reluctance Others, that are more gross and carnal, always
' preserve an inclination towards the body, and return thither often
' without any reason but to gratify this desire They even extend this
' transmigration to brute beasts and to inanimate things and the number
' is not small of those that maintain this opinion The most famous of
' the Jewish doctors have held it, and pretend that Pythagoras, Plato,
' and Virgil, and the ancient philosophers that espoused it, had derived
' it from the writings of their prophets
c This notion is very ancient in the East The Chinese teach that
' Xekiah, an Indian philosopher who was born about 1,000 years before
' Jesus Christ, was the first broaoher of this doctrine in the Indies , that
* from thence it spread into China, in the 56th year after Jesus Christ

